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(It has been quite a while since I did a comprehensive piece on the factors that make binoculars suitable for
birding. BVD has many new readers who have never seen such a piece. Then too, my understanding of those
factors is always evolving as I test and handle more and more binoculars...I have new insights, or I develop new,
and hopefully better, ways of expressing the old ones. Enjoy!)
For the birder, the performance of binoculars in the field can be categorized under three headings: image quality,
ease of use/handling, and durability/weather proofness. The ideal birding binoculars would deliver the kind of
detail and color we would see if we had the bird in our hand, at any distance, and in any light conditions. You
would be able to use and carry them all day long, day after day, without undue mental or physical fatigue. They
would be perfectly safe from showers, the unexpected bath in a stream or lake, sudden temperature changes, any
amount of bashing against tree limbs, and the occasional sudden stop and the resulting catapult off the car seat.
The ideal birding binoculars would also be affordable (whatever that means to you in particular), but we won't use
that as one of our categories.
Image quality
There are certain recognizable factors that determine image quality.
Workmanship and materials: unfortunately, when it comes to image quality, you most often get what you pay for.
It takes high quality materials and precision manufacturing techniques (including close tolerances and rigorous
quality control) to produce a consistently satisfying image. No other single factor contributes more to the overall
image quality of the binoculars! In addition, the highest quality images require sophisticated optical designs
including multi-element lenses (both objective and eyepiece). The best binoculars simply contain more glass,
more expensive glass, and more glass surfaces, each of which must be precisely worked. All that glass must be
precisely mounted and supported well enough so that field use won't knock it out of alignment. Moving parts must
move smoothly and predictably, when the binoculars are new, and the full course of their reasonable lifetime. All
that adds up to higher cost. Currently, it seems that real quality (or what passes for real quality these days, see
below under Residual aberrations...) can be achieved at about the $250 level in porroprism glasses. Because of
more demanding manufacturing techniques, the same level of quality will cost $700-$1000 in roof prism glasses.
(We are, for the sake of this argument, ignoring durability and consistency issues: the roof prism glasses are
generally more durable (see below under Durability and weather proofness), though in the best samples of any
particular model of each, the optical quality is no better than the $250 porro glasses. There is however,
undoubtedly more variation in image quality between individual samples of any given model in most $250 glasses
than there is in most $1000 glasses.)
Objective size: objective size is given as the diameter of the objective lens in millimeters. It is the 35 in 7X35, the
40 in 8X40. The larger the objective, the more detail it is capable of delivering to the eye. The physics of light
dictate that when light passes through a lens, distinct points in the object blend together in the image. The
process is called diffraction and has to do with the fact that light waves are diffracted, or bent out of their course,
when they pass the edge of any object. When you force them through a round hole, and a lens is essentially a
round hole for the purpose of this discussion, the combined effects of the continuous edge amplify each other until
you begin to lose the finest details. The smaller the lens, the further apart points in the object have to be to remain
separate in the image. You might say that larger lenses simply do less damage to the image than smaller ones,
allowing more detail to get through. You can predict how close points in an object can be and still remain separate
in the image simply by knowing the size of the objective. This limit is often referred to as the resolving power of
the lens...not to be confused with actual measured resolution, which is affected by hundreds of other factors in the
complete optical system. Read on. (Dawes Limit, which is computed by dividing 117 by the diameter of the
objective in millimeters, is often quoted as the resolving power of any given size objective. Strictly speaking,
Dawes Limit only tells you, in theory, how far apart two stars of equal brightness must be to be separated by any
given size objective. Though commonly used, it is not very useful when discussing extended objects like birds!)

Then too, the larger the objective, the more light it is capable of delivering to the eye. The eye is an electrochemical system that responds to the particular form of energy we call light. The level of energy entering the eye
affects our ability to distinguish detail, especially color detail, in complex ways. In general, the more energy the
better. Larger objectives deliver more energy to the eye.
More detail, more light...when it comes to objectives, bigger is undoubtedly better. Still, high quality objectives as
small as 23mm can provide a surprisingly satisfying image of the bird in the field, especially in full daylight and at
reasonably close distances. For general field use, objectives in the 30-35mm range will show you all there is to
see, except for the extreme conditions noted below. In fact, at distances we often bird, say 40-60 feet, almost any
binoculars will look good and provide a surprisingly satisfying image (at least until you compare them directly to
something better). For binoculars that perform well in any condition, that deliver all there is to see, all the time,
you need 40-50mm objectives.
There are three conditions that will clearly show the superiority of larger objectives.
Whenever the distance gets out over 150 feet, especially on birds of sparrow size, larger objectives will pull detail
that simply is not there in smaller glasses. It is not simply a matter of resolving power, though raw resolution has
some effect. You will also see more color at those distances. The larger objectives gather enough light to excite
the color receptors in our eyes where smaller objectives leave us seeing some indeterminate shade of gray.
Obviously when you combine long distances with low light levels (see below), it only compounds the color
problem. To me the lack of color detail in smaller glasses is more limiting, and more obvious, than the lack of raw
resolution. It should be said that the differences in resolution and color detail are there, even at close distances, if
you compare binoculars directly in the field on the same birds, but the limitations of the smaller objective don't
become obvious, or seriously affect your birding experience, until the distances become more extreme.
When looking into deep shadow, especially when portions of the view are brightly lighted, large objectives will
penetrate where smaller objectives fail. Again, it is a matter of the amount of energy the larger objectives capture,
but this time we are talking about the number of rays (or the width of the wave front) that the objectives intercept
from any given point in the object and focus back into the corresponding point in the image. Think of it like this:
shadowed points are still reflecting a certain amount of light. The energy radiates outward...at any given distance
the energy from that point could be thought of as being spread over the surface of a hemisphere with the
reflecting point at its center. Larger objectives intersect a bigger area of that sphere than smaller objectives do.
That energy is then focused back into an image of the reflecting point. Since the larger objective captured more
energy, the point will appear brighter and we will, in effect, see deeper into the shadow. (This is why, by the way,
larger objectives can appear brighter in all situations, including full daylight, than smaller ones, even though in
bright light it should be our eye that is the limiting factor, not the binoculars at all. Given a high contrast image
(good coatings, see below), we interpret the full daylight view as brighter through the larger glasses because we
see more detail in the shadows, not because there is any more light in the highlights.)
The last condition is, surprisingly, the least obvious in actual use. I say surprisingly because it is the only one
commonly sighted anywhere as a distinct advantage of larger objectives. I am talking, of course, about low light
situations: dawn, dusk, twilight, heavy cloud cover, and deep forest. As long as the light is fairly uniform, at
moderate distances, a good 23mm objective will perform just about as well as a 50mm objective in dawn, dusk,
and overcast...right down to darker than you really want to be birding anyway. There is certainly some advantage
to a larger objective, but it comes to a matter of minutes or yards. A 50mm glass is useful about 5 to 10 minutes
earlier in dawn and later into twilight than a 23mm glass...or, to put it another way, will reach 10 to 20 yards
further in those same situations. You have to have a certain amount of light to work with for any size objective to
work at all. In deep forest, however, the problem is similar to the deep shadow situation above, and larger
objectives will give you more evident detail in the shadowed, darker portions of the view.
At the powers common in birding binoculars (7-10X) and given the fact that they are generally hand held, you do
not gain significant detail or color by going over 50mm.
(Theory, by the way, would suggest that perfect 8X30-35 binoculars should be able to deliver all the detail and
color the eye can use. In fact, in actual field tests, only two 30mm class binoculars I know of even come close.
You can always see a difference by going to a larger objective of similar quality. Is it possible that we need the
extra objective size primarily, perhaps only, to overcome the current limits of real-world manufacturing?)
Coatings: both apparent sharpness and apparent brightness are affected almost as much by the coatings used on
the lenses as they are by the lenses themselves. All glass surfaces reflect back part of the light that should pass

through them. This scattered light bouncing around inside the binoculars washes out details and blurs colors.
Coated (C) lenses have a very thin coat of Magnesium Fluorite deposited on the surface of the glass. This coating
cuts down the amount of light reflected back from the interior glass surfaces...increasing the contrast of the
image. You generally see coatings promoted as a means of increasing the amount of light that passes through
the glass (the light transmission). That is important, especially in compact binoculars, but it is not nearly as
significant to image quality as the increased contrast. Multicoatings (MC...many layers of thin coatings each keyed
to a specific color of light) cut reflections and increase contrast even more than single coatings. Multicoated on
binoculars or in promotional materials means only that at least some of the lens surfaces have multicoating. Fully
Multicoated (FMC) means that all lens surfaces are multicoated. Some makers, even of the most expensive
binoculars, still use a single coating on the outer surfaces of the lenses, on the theory that it is harder and more
scratch resistant, and that light reflected from the outer surface does not significantly affect image contrast
anyway. It is difficult to determine the accuracy of that theory, since I have not been able to examine otherwise
identical MC and FMC binoculars. In the real world, not all coatings, multicoatings, or full multicoatings are equally
effective in increasing image contrast. Some simply work better than others. The best FMC compact 8X23
binoculars can, and often do, appear both sharper and brighter than full sized 7X35 binoculars with poor coatings.
The best coatings also increase the binoculars ability to penetrate shadow. Some are remarkably successful,
giving 30mm objectives the shadow reach of common 40-50mm objectives.
Residual aberrations and distortions: it is impossible to form a perfect image of an object using lenses. The
physics of light and glass introduce distortions in the image, and degrade it in several distinct ways.
The distortions are the most obvious, and the least damaging! Curved surfaces form curved images. We humans
expect flat, rectilinear images. Making our expectations and reality correspond is a real challenge for the optical
engineer. In many binoculars, even the best, you can see the limits of what can be done (or what can be done at
a price your average user is willing to pay). In some binoculars, especially "wide angle" designs, there is no way
to get the edges of the view in focus at the same time the center is. You can get the edges to focus, but if you do,
the center goes out. This is called curvature of field and is perhaps the most common distortion. Then too, the
edges of the field may appear stretched or pulled out of shape, especially when you place a straight line near the
field edge (i.e. a telephone pole). Think of it as the same problem map makers face. Putting a round world onto a
flat surface stretches and distorts the edges. Trying to flatten a curved image also distorts shapes at the edges.
There are a very few, very special, binoculars that achieve both a wide flat field and minimal distortion of edge
objects...but they sell for about $2000 and weigh three to five pounds. One specialized astronomical eyepiece
designed for a wide field and minimal distortion is the size and weight of a full can of soup...and that is just an
eyepiece, mind you...can you imagine binoculars made with the things! Distortions can be eliminated, but how
many birders are willing to pay the price...and how important is it anyway? The best binoculars balance their
distortions in a way which presents a fairly normal view of the world. Then too, if the center of the field is fairly free
of distortion, I can live with some edge flutter. I habitually put the bird I want to see in the center, and I suspect the
same is true of most birders.
I am coming to believe, however, that the residual aberrations inherent in most optical systems are much more
damaging to image quality, and need a lot more study and attention. Aberrations are optical faults that result
because all the light from a given point in the object does not come to focus at the same point in the image.
Optical designers spend a good deal of energy compensating for aberrations in their designs, but, using standard
lenses, there is only so much they can do. Some always remain...hence residual aberrations. There are three that
are of real concern.
The one you see mentioned most often, because it is the most obvious, is chromatic aberration. Lenses, like
prisms, split light into its different colors, because each color reacts with the glass by bending at a slightly different
angle. That means that it is impossible to focus all the different colors of light that reflect from an object at the
same point. If you bring the dominant color (yellow) to one focus, then you get a purplish fringe (red and blue) all
around the object made up of unfocused light. Take that down to every single point in the object, each with its
own fringe, and try to imagine the optical mud produced by an uncorrected lens. Achromatic lenses, like those
used in almost all binoculars, use two elements, each made of a different kind of glass, to bring both the yellow
and red light to the same focus. That's a distinct improvement, and it makes modern binoculars useable. It is
possible, by using exotic, very dense, glasses or other transparent materials (ED or SD glass or the mineral
Fluorite), and sophisticated designs using up to 5 individual pieces of glass, to produce an image in which all the
primary colors reach the same focus. Apochromatic lenses do just that. There are a few ED binoculars on the
market right now. (Celestron and Swift are advertising the fact. At least Leica among the big names is also using
some ED in their binoculars, though they don't advertise it.) None of these glasses are advertised, nor do they

perform, as apochromats. The ED glass is used to reduce the amount of chromatic aberration, but it does not
eliminate it all together. From my experience with the glasses in question, there is an observable improvement,
but it is very subtle. What strikes you first is an impression of increased contrast. That is not surprising,
considering that at least some of the unfocused light from the fringe that washed over into adjacent points has
been eliminated. On closer study, you also begin to appreciate the purity of all the colors in the image...or rather
you begin to realize that the colors in the images you are used to from regular achromatic binoculars were always
just a little muddied compared to this. The ED glasses show subtler shades and hues, and finer differences
between shades and hues, than any achromat is capable of.
The second aberration, just now beginning to get some attention in commercial binoculars, is spherical aberration.
There is no way that a normal lens can bring rays that pass through the edge of the lens on their way from an
object to the same focus as the rays that pass through the center of the lens coming from the same object. Again,
this confuses the image, creates optical mud, and causes a loss of information and detail. The cure is to form at
least one surface in the optical path into a complex curve, a curve computed so that it corrects the image, and
brings edge rays to the same focus as center rays. It can be done. It is done regularly in catadioptric telescopes.
Nikon has done it in their Diplomat compact binoculars. Visually, correcting for spherical aberration yields both
increased contrast and brightness. It stands to reason, since more of the energy from any given point in the object
is focused at the same point in the image, or to put it another way, less energy from any given point is scattered to
adjacent points: more energy should translate to more brightness, and less scatter should translate to increased
contrast. On the test bench, optics corrected for spherical aberration also display higher resolution and better
overall image quality. In the Nikon Diplomats, the improvement is evident in field use, allowing the Diplomats to
yield useful detail well beyond the point where other compacts, and many full sized glasses give up.
The final aberration is coma, where the rays from a given point object, especially one at the edge of the field, are
smeared out into a cone that resembles the traditional images of the tail of Halley's comet. Coma is generally well
controlled in modern optical designs, but it contributes to the fuzzyness that is often seen at the extreme edges of
the field even in expensive binoculars. Don't confuse curvature of field with coma. You can't focus coma out. The
fuzz remains.
It should be pointed out that every piece of glass in the binoculars contributes to both the distortion and
aberrations of the system. Eyepieces may be, and often are, more at fault in introducing both distortions and
aberrations than the objective. Imperfect prism angles and surfaces also introduce their own defects. When you
consider the complexity of the design, it is really quite amazing that binoculars work as well as they do.
When you examine the image formed by binoculars very closely, with an examination scope, as you do in testing
binoculars for resolution, you quickly realize that there is more to image quality than the ability to separate lines
on a chart. Two binoculars that have the same measured resolution, that can separate the same bars on the
resolution chart, may have vastly different image quality. In one, the lines on the chart are sharply defined, in the
other, the lines are surrounded by a gray blur. I am becoming convinced that the difference in image quality is the
result of residual aberrations, especially spherical aberration and coma. I am also becoming convinced that the
differences are visible in the field. Those binoculars that have well corrected aberrations do indeed impress you
as being somehow subtly sharper than those with aberrations not so completely under control. The effect of
treating spherical aberration in the Nikon Diplomats continues to amaze me, and can be taken as a case in point.
These 23mm glasses deliver as much usable detail to the eye, and apparently as bright an image, as binoculars
twice their size. If they had a wider field and more depth of field (a more forgiving focus, see below) they might
well replace my full sized binoculars as my primary birding glasses. I believe that the next level of optical quality,
the next revolution in optical quality, will be achieved by controlling the residual aberrations in current designs. I
expect to see binoculars improve dramatically over the next 10 years, as manufacturing techniques for complex
curves become less expensive and more available. I expect the same level of improvement we experienced in
going from coated to multicoated optics, or in going from non-coated to phase&endash;coated roof prisms. I
expect even more!
I should say, too, that we birders should be the driving force behind this next round of optical improvement.
Binoculars are already good enough for hunting. They are good enough for watching sports or general nature
observation. They are good enough for surveillance. They are not good enough for birding! Birding places
demands on optics that no other use does. There is more detail in a bird's plumage, especially when you consider
the range of colors involved, than you will find anywhere else in nature. Birders use binoculars in a wider range of
conditions, and at a wider range of distances, than almost any other users. We need to be able to see! No one
else is likely to demand such perfection of optics makers. We birders have to do it.

Physical (and optical) alignment: it doesn't matter how good the lenses and prisms of binoculars are, if the
individual elements are not all perfectly centered. A typical binoculars uses a minimum of 6 pieces of glass in
each optical barrel. The highest quality designs may have as many as 10. Shift any one of those elements just
slightly off center from the rest and it will visibly degrade the image. Then too, there are two optical barrels in each
binoculars. If the barrels are out of alignment, they will deliver two slightly different images to the eyes. Our brains
can compensate for slight misalignment (almost no one has two eyes that match perfectly and the compensation
mechanism is built in to deal with that fact of life). However, it is a strain, and will lead to premature mental and
physical fatigue as both the brain and eye muscles work to align the images. The compensation is never perfect
either. We can see through slightly misaligned binoculars but we always know something is wrong. Finally the two
optical barrels must be perfectly matched optically. If the focal lengths of the individual lenses in the two barrels
differ at all, the two barrels will deliver images of different sizes. Again the brain can compensate, but the image
will suffer, and so will you!
You will perhaps have noted that I have not mentioned magnification (or power) except in passing, nor have I
sighted any of the of magic numbers you see in the binoculars literature: exit pupil, relative brightness, or twilight
factor.
Magnification, of course, is a measure of how much bigger the image of a given object appears through the
binoculars than it would with the naked eye. A magnification of 7 times (often written as 7X) means that the bird
will appear 7 times as large as it would without the binoculars (or seven times closer, which amounts to the same
thing.) Magnification is the 7 in 7X35 or the 8 in 8X40. Within the common limits of binoculars (7-10X),
magnification has very little influence on image quality, except as it influences ease of use (see below). In
extensive comparison in the field, under actual birding conditions, on real birds, given high quality binoculars,
there is no significant difference in the amount of detail delivered when you go from 7 to 8 power, or 8 to 10 power
(or from 7 to 10, for that matter). The amount of detail you see is determined almost exclusively by the factors
already discussed, regardless of how big you blow the image up! Personally, I find that the image produced by
most 7X binoculars just a little on the small size to be completely satisfying, from an aesthetic point of view, and
most 10X binoculars are simply too hard to use over any length of time. That leaves 8X binoculars. I like 8X
binoculars, but that doesn't mean that I think you can see more through them.
Exit pupil is the size (diameter) of the image of the objective, as produced by the eyepiece. You can figure it out
for any binoculars by dividing the size of the objective by the magnification. You can see it by holding the
binoculars out at arms length and looking at the eyepieces. The exit pupil is the little circle of light floating in dark
(or, to be more exact, it is the diameter of that circle). Relative Brightness is the exit pupil squared, on the theory
that the total brightness of binoculars should be proportional to the total area of that circle of light, which, since we
are talking circles, is probational to the square of the diameter (A = (d/2)2). Got that? Both are reputed to be a
way of comparing the brightness of binoculars. They are no such thing, and, what is more, if you use them for that
purpose, you may be lead seriously astray. Going by exit pupil you would assume that 7X35 and 10X50
binoculars are equally bright. They are not. Most 10X50s will appear brighter in any situation. The actual, or
apparent, brightness of binoculars is the sum of all the factors discussed above: objective size, coatings, and
residual aberrations. No simple mechanical measurement is going to give any useful indication of it.
Twilight factor is also a mechanical measurement, based on physical dimensions, though it is more complex. It is
the square root of the objective size multiplied by the magnification (TwF=dob x Mag). This is actually a simplified
form of a more complex formula which was originally based on objective studies, and, as such things go, has
more validity than exit pupil or relative brightness. It can tell you that in general 10X40 binoculars (with a twilight
factor of 20) should deliver more detail than 7X35s (with a twilight factor of 16), especially as light levels fall...but,
since the size of the objective is the primary determinant of both detail and brightness, you already knew that.) It
does not tell you anything about how much detail any particular 10X40 or 7X35s will deliver. It does not tell you
that some 7X35s (or even 8X30s with a twilight factor of only 15.5) will outperform some 10X40s hands down, no
matter what the light level is. It does not take quality, coatings, residual aberrations, or handling factors into
account. What good is it? Very little.
It should be obvious from all this that image quality is the sum of many factors, very few of which can be
quantified, and some of which are even very difficult to measure. The current best advice is to buy the highest
quality binoculars you can afford and the largest objectives you are willing to carry. That is the only way to insure
getting the image quality every birder needs.

Ease of use/handling:
Of course, image quality isn't everything. You have to carry and use binoculars. You have to be able to see
through the things when you get them up to your eyes, to find a bird in them, to focus on the bird, to hold them
steady enough to see anything at all...and you have to be able to do that as well at the end of a long day in the
field as you did at the beginning. Again there are certain recognizable factors that determine ease of use:
Weight and balance: heavier binoculars hanging around your neck and held up to your eyes produce more
physical fatigue, and produce it more quickly, than lighter binoculars. The difference between 28 and 20 ounce
binoculars is easily apparent by the end of even a few hours in the field. The disadvantage of heavier glasses can
be mitigated somewhat by using special straps...the Link, or the Optotech foam straps (or various OEM versions
of the Optotech strap available from binoculars makers or birding organizations). Any strap that spreads the
weight and cushions its impact, or that takes the weight off the sensitive neck muscles and distributes it to the
shoulders, will be more comfortable with any binoculars, and will make carrying heavy binoculars much less
painful. I, personally, would not attempt to carry any binoculars that weigh over 25 ounces for more than an hour
without some sort of specialized support system. (The May 1994 issue of BVD included instructions for fashioning
your own shoulder straps.)
There are also those who maintain that heavier binoculars are harder to hold steady. They do indeed take more
arm strength to keep at your eyes, and extensive or protracted use may cause muscle fatigue and tremors that
interfere with the view. On the other hand, heavier binoculars take more energy to move once you do get them
steady (its called inertia), and are not as likely to bounce around with every breath and vagrant breeze. The more
I use and test binoculars, the more convinced I become that, when it comes to holding them steady, what I call
balance is more important than weight alone. Balance describes the way in which the weight of binoculars is
distributed and transferred to the supporting hands and arms, and is influenced, obviously, by the size and shape
of the binoculars. Binoculars must be designed so that, with your fingers wrapped around them, supporting them
firmly, with comfortable control of the focus mechanism, the strain is spread evenly over the fingers and hands,
and the weight is transferred through the wrists to the bones of the arms, not the muscles. Neat trick! Achieving
proper balance in any particular design is an art, not a science. When I pick up binoculars that have that well
balanced feel, that simply feel right in the hands, I always say a silent thanks to the employee on the design team
who took the prototypes out and used them long enough, and fiddled long enough with the shape and size of the
housing, to get it right! With proper balance it is quite possible for most birders to hold binoculars in the 30-32
ounce range satisfyingly steady, without undo fatigue. With poor balance, even 20 ounce binoculars can be a
nightmare after as little as an hour in the field. There are some compacts on the market (especially roof prism
compacts) that are so poorly balanced that you simply can not hold them still enough to get a satisfying image of
the bird.
You can check the weight of binoculars in the stat sheets, but only handling them will tell you anything about the
balance. In my experience it is impossible to predict what is going to work. There are massive porroprism glasses
out there that, if you can get your hands around them, are simply wonderful to hold. There are slim little roof prism
glasses that are just as nice. There are also both porro and roof prism glasses that don't look all that much
different, or weigh all that much more or less, that are absolute miseries. To some extent, you can trust the
reviews you see here in BVD...I try to be very sensitive to balance issues...but even then, impressions of balance
are somewhat dependent on hand size and arm strength...what feels right to me, may not to you.
Focus placement and ease: there is nothing that is more uncomfortable than a focus knob you just can't quite
reach, or one that is so awkwardly placed that your fingers are bent out of shape getting to it. A stiff focus, or one
that is too sloppy or jumps every time you touch it, is almost as bad. We birders spend a lot of time focusing. The
focus should fall easily and comfortably under the first fingers of both hands, without compromising support of the
binoculars as a whole. Focus should be absolutely smooth. Any irregularity in the motion will continually throw off
your concentration. Ideally, a single turn of the control should take you from close in to far out, and yet, you
should be able to make minute adjustments for fine focus. Where the focus is placed on the body of the
binoculars seems to have less bearing than how well it is placed. Again, for every well placed focus you can, and
should, thank some persistent and sensitive individual on the design team. There are no rules to follow. It all has
to be done by feel.
Body shape and covering: body shape has a lot to do with balance (see above). You can, however, also
immediately recognize a binoculars that has had some energy lavished on the feel of the body in the hands. In
extreme cases, the body may be contoured to match the angles at which the fingers grasp it, with hollows and
bumps and curves made to fit the hand. In other cases it may be a simple matter of the texture that falls under the

support points of the fingers...ribbed or diamonded sections, smooth or pebbled, that mate the binoculars
naturally to your grip. Finally, the whole covering texture, whether the surface is rigid or gives under pressure,
whether it is smooth or rough, can affect how the binoculars feel in your hands. Again, if there were only some
hard and fast rules here...but there aren't. I know of binoculars with ultra modern, semi-soft, lightly pebbled,
contoured shells that are amazingly comfortable in the hands, and I know of binoculars with a traditional hard
leather-like surface that are just as comfortable. It's all in the execution. In general, I do find the modern semi-soft,
rubberized, coverings to be more comfortable over time.
Those are the physical features that affect handling and ease of use. There are also several optical factors.
Field of view: with our naked eyes, most of us see, essentially, everything that is in front of us. Our vision covers a
hemisphere described by an angle of 160 to 170 degrees and bounded by the ground below us, the horizon
ahead of us, and sky above us. What is more, our sensitivity to motion and color is such that we reflexively swing
our attention to attractive objects anywhere within that hemisphere. We are even coordinated enough to track
moving objects, to keep them roughly centered in the view. When we stick binoculars in front of our face,
however, the situation radically alters. Suddenly our view is restricted to a cone described by an angle of
anywhere between 8.5 and 5 degrees. That is, by a charitable estimate, a 95% to 97% reduction in our field of
view. Objects outside that narrow cone simply cease to exist. Our eye and body coordination, trained to track with
the naked eye, suddenly has only 5% of the information it needs to do that trick. It is a wonder we can see
anything at all through binoculars.
Part of the wonder is explained by the fact that we are used to focusing our attention within a much narrower
cone. We may see objects everywhere in front of us, but we generally only look at what is straight in front of us.
The cone of active attention varies, of course, but I suspect it hovers around 10 degrees. Any binoculars that have
a field of view that approximates the cone of active attention are going to feel fairly comfortable in extended use in
the field. Any binoculars that restrict the field of view to much less than the cone of active attention are going to
cause strain and extra fatigue in extended use. 5 degrees, half of the cone of active attention, seems to be the
practical lower limit. 6.5 degrees is fairly comfortable. 8.5 is very comfortable. With 8.5 degrees you actually get
little or no feeling of restricted view. Putting the glasses in front of your eyes is simply like focusing your attention
on a particular object within the naked eye view. It feels quite natural. (Field of view is generally given in feet at
1000 yards, i.e. 346 feet at 1000 yards. That means that if you were 1000 yards from a fence running at right
angles to your line of sight, you would see 346 feet of fence. To translate that to an angler field, divide the feet by
52.5, or to translate a field in degrees to feet at 1000 yards, multiply the angle by 52.5. Thus a 8.5 degree field
would be 446 feet at 1000 yards. A 5 degree field is 262.5 feet at 1000 yards.) Field of view is determined by two
factors. The first is simple magnification. Lower power binoculars have inherently wider fields of view than higher
powers. The second is eyepiece design. Eyepieces can be designed to provide a wider apparent field of view, at
the cost of more complexity, extra weight, and often a whole other set of optical compromises (see Residual
aberrations and distortions above).
Eye relief: as optics actually operate in the real world, there is a maximum distance your eye can be from the back
of the eyepiece and still see the complete field...we call that distance eyerelief, and it is most often given in
millimeters. A "wide angle" eyepiece may provide a field of 8.5 degrees, but it also may require your eye to be all
but touching the glass of the eyepiece to see the whole field. In general, the closer your eye has to be to the
eyepiece the more fatigue the glasses will cause. Having your eye close to anything continually triggers the blink
reflex. We can control the reflex to an extent, and we have to when using almost any binoculars, but it causes a
certain amount of mental and physical fatigue. To be comfortable, you need an eyerelief of about 10mm.
Eyeglass wearers need, obviously, more, since they can get the binoculars no closer to their eyes than the
outside surface of their eyeglass lenses. Almost all binoculars come with some kind of eyecup that folds down or
pops in to allow eyeglass wearers to get as close as possible to the eyepiece. The actual eyerelief needed by any
given eyeglass wearer varies, but, in general, 12-15mm will allow you to see 70-80% of the field, and 20mm will
allow you to see the whole field. I am more comfortable with eyerelief that is slightly on the short side than I am
with eyerelief that is too long, if, that is, there is no easy way to adjust the eyecups for different distances. I would
rather sacrifice some of the field than fight to keep the too long cone centered over my pupil. When the eyerelief is
too long, with eyecups completely collapsed, the view "blacks out" unpredictably. The ideal solution, the one no
one has apparently thought of yet (see comments in the Swarovski review) would be to have a retractable eyecup
that could be set precisely for the individual birder's eyes and glasses. Until then, err on the short side of the
eyerelief, not the long.

Depth of field: the naked eye, as well as seeing everything in front of it, also produces, in good light, a fairly sharp
image of everything from about 10 feet out to the horizon. We also have the unconscious ability to shift our focus
to closer objects, right down to 4 or 5 inches from our eyes. Again, when we look through binoculars we are faced
with a different situation. The point at which everything is in focus and is equally sharp is pushed out by a factor
equal to the magnification of the binoculars. Because much of our viewing falls inside that new limit, we have to
manually shift the focus of the system every time we move our eyes. Our eyes are somewhat forgiving when it
comes to focus, and, in fact, can themselves alter the focus of the system within narrow limits. The zone within
which the eye and brain can extract enough information to form a satisfying impression of the object is called the
zone of acceptable focus, or the depth of field. As with field of view, lower power binoculars have an inherently
wider, or deeper, zone of acceptable focus than higher power binoculars. Wide angle eyepiece designs can
increase the apparent depth of field of even quite high power systems. Then too, as with field of view, the
eye/brain is used to operating within a select range inside the actual depth of field of the eye. We expect that as
we get closer to objects, as we focus our attention on individual objects to study them, the depth of field will
diminish. You might say that there is depth of field associated with our cone of active attention. Depth of field is
much more important to overall viewing comfort than it is generally given credit for. The most comfortable
binoculars to use are the ones that come closest to approximating the natural depth of focused attention of the
human eye at any given distance. Some come close enough so that we experience no noticeable strain in using
them. Given practice with the focus control, it becomes just as natural to focus through the binoculars as it is
without. Some binoculars, on the other hand, have such a narrow zone of acceptable focus that we are always
straining to see through them, we are always fiddling with the focus...and that is a recipe for fatigue and
discomfort. Over an hours' use in the field, there is no other single factor that will be more obvious to the
experienced user than the amount of focus fiddling necessary for a satisfying view...and yet, this is a factor that
seldom, if ever, gets any attention.
Magnification: we have already noted, in the discussion above, two ways in which higher magnifications can
adversely affect binoculars handling performance. Higher magnifications generally limit both the field of view and
the depth of field of binoculars. Worse, however, is magnification's affect on image steadiness. As you increase
the magnification you are also magnifying every motion of the binoculars. It is next to impossible to extract
information from an image that is bouncing around. With practice, and given exceptionally well-balanced
binoculars, the average birder can learn to extract detail from a 10 power image. Extracting detail from an 8 power
image is even easier, and, in objective tests conducted by Zeiss, birders consistently extracted the most detail (at
least on eye charts) from a 7 power image. As noted above, my experience has been that there is no practical
difference in the amount of detail you can see in hand held binoculars of equal quality between 7 and 10 power.
There is, however, a real difference in the amount of fatigue generated over a day's use. The extra effort and
concentration needed to hold 10X steady and extract detail will tire many birders after a fairly short time in the
field, especially if the depth of field is shallow enough to require constant refocusing. A tired birder will, in the long
run, see less. There are exceptions, of course (see the Swarovski review), but my general recommendation, after
years of testing and using binoculars, is that 8X is just about the ideal power for birding...enough power to give a
satisfyingly large image of the bird, but not enough to cause undo fatigue.
Durability/weather proofness:
Binoculars are precision instruments. No binoculars are going to take routine abuse without showing its effects.
Elements can become decentered. Barrels can go out of alignment. Glass can chip and crack. Coatings can
scrub off. Dust and dirt get inside and fouls the system. Durability is, not surprisingly, almost directly proportional
to cost. (What is more surprising is that it is the only factor that is!) Most $1000 binoculars can take a good deal of
rough handling. Most $100 binoculars can take practically none at all. It is sometimes assumed, on the basis of
the current state of the market, that the roof prism design must be inherently more durable than the porro prism
design. That is simply not true. $1000 porro prism glasses could be made every bit as durable as $1000 roof
prisms, and $200 roof prisms glasses are no more durable than $200 porro prisms (not to mention the fact that, at
that price point, the image quality of the porro prism glasses will blow the roof prism glasses right out of the
water).
Weatherproofness is another matter altogether. Even among the $1000 roof prism glasses you have several
models that have no more weather sealing, and sometimes less, than your average $200 porro prism glass.
Some roof prism designs, those with true internal focusing, are inherently easier to seal than roof or porro prism
designs that focus by moving either the objective or eyepiece. In a closed system, it is even possible to purge the
interior of the glass by pumping it full of some dry gas and sealing the gas inside. Such binoculars are safe from
both external and internal moisture (they don't fog up on the inside when you take them from the cold into a warm
room). Besides moisture problems, any design that moves an external element actually works like a little vacuum

pump to pump dust into the insides (where it settles on the prisms and lens surfaces to become a permanent and
unwelcome addition to your view). An optics maker can mitigate the problem somewhat by using "o" ring seals on
the moving elements, but seals wear out over time and, from day one, cause focusing friction problems. Again,
the issue is not roof verses porro. There is no inherent reason that someone couldn't produce an internally
focusing porro prism glass that was every bit as weather tight as a roof prism. It would probably cost $1000 too.
Rule of thumb: don't expect any binoculars selling for less than $700 to be weather proof, and, don't accept any
binoculars selling for over $700 unless they are! (There might, given the vagaries of personal taste, be reasons to
sacrifice weatherproofness even at that price level. In 7X glasses I still prefer the Zeiss 7X42s to several
waterproof models.)
The binoculars described in the first paragraph way back there...the easy to carry, easy to use, indestructible,
weather proof, ones with the bird in the hand view under any circumstances...do not yet exist except in the
fevered minds of visionary birders (and maybe in the imaginations of a few optical designers with too much time
on their hands). We should consider ourselves blessed, I guess, that among the hundreds of models of binoculars
currently on the market, there are a handful that come as close as they do to meeting the needs of birders. There
are almost certainly binoculars out there that you will find satisfying. Read the on-going reviews here in BVD and
in other birding publications. Handle and take a look through any binoculars you see that are new to you. Above
all, don't settle for anything but the best view you can get (and are willing to pay for). We birders spend too much
time behind binoculars to settle for anything but the better view we all desire!
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